Inside the Black Box
Raising Standards Through Classroom Assessment

By PAUL BLACK AND
DYLAN WILIAM

Firm evidence shows that
formative assessment is on
essential component of
classt'oom work and that its
development can raise
standards of achievement, Mt:
Block and Mt: Wiliam point
out. Indeed, they know of no
other way of raising standards
for which such a strong primo
facie case can be made..
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AISING the standards ofleam- .
ing that are achieved through
schooling is l1li important national priority. In recent years, governments throughout the world
have been more 8IId more vigorous in milking changes in pursuit of this aim. National, state,lIIId district st8lldards; target set- .
ting; enbauced progtams for the external
testing of students' performance; surveys
such as NAEP (National Assessment of
Educational Progress) IIIId TIMSS (Third
International Mathematics and Science
Study); initiatives to improve school pillllPAUL BlACK is professor ~ritIlS in the
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Ding aDd management; aDd more frequent
aDd thorough inspection are all means toward the same end. But the sum of all
these reforms has not added up 10 an effective policy because something is missing.
Learning is driven by what teachm and
pupils do in classrooms. Teachers have to
manage complicated and demanding situations, channeling the personal, emotional, and social pressures of a group of 30
or MOre youngsters in order to help them
leam jJ!!!l!l'djately and become better leamen in the future. Standards can be raised
only if teachers can tackle this taskmore
. effectively. What is missing from the efforts alluded to above is any direct help
with this task. This fact was recognized

in the TlMSS video study: "A focus on
standards aDd aI'roImIi.bili1y that ign«es
.the processes of teaching and learning in
classrooms will not provide the direction
tbaI teachers need in their quest to improve."1
In terms of systems engineering, pres,-

ent policies in the U.S. and in many oth-

er countries seem to treat the classroom
as a black bolt. Certain inputs from the
outSide-pupils, teach=, other resources, management rules and tequiIements,
pIIR:dal auDeties, standards, tests with high
stakes, and so on - are fed into the bolt.
Some outputs are supposed to fonow: pupils who me more knowledgeable and <XlIIIpeI<:U. better test results, teachers who are
reasonably satisfied, and so on. But what
is happming inside the bolt? How can anyone be sure that a particular set of new inputs will produce better outputs if we don't
at least study what happens inside? And
why is it that most of the reform initiatives mentioned in the first paragraph are
not aimed at giving direct help and support
to the work of teachers i:iJ. classrooms?
The answer usually given is that it is
up to teachers: they have to make the inside work better. This answer is not good
eoough, for two reasons. First, it is atleast
possihle that some changes in the inputs
may beClOlllllaproduc lD:I DlIIke it bard«for teachers to raise standards. Second,
it seems strange, even onfair. to leave the
most difficult piece of the standards-raising pu72Ie entirely to teach«s. If there are
ways in which policy I11lIhzs and others
can give direct help and support to the
everyday classroom task. ofachieving better learning, then surely these ways ought
to be pursued vigorously.
This article is about the inside of the
bIaA:k box. We focus on one aspect of teach140
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ing:fmnativeas, HUm But'W'CwiDsbaw mary here, our ten will appear S1roIlg on
that Ibis feature is at the heart of effective assertions and weak on the details of their
justification. We maintain that these asteaching.
sertions are backed by evidence aDd that
this backing is set out in full detail in the
The Argument
lengthy review on which this article is
We start from the self-evident propo- founded.
sition that teaching and learning must be
We believe that the three sections beinteractive. Teachers need to know about low establish a strong case that guvemtheir pupils' progress and difficulties with ments, their agencies, school authorities,
learning so that they can adapt their own and the teaching profession should study
work to meet pupils' needs - needs that very carefully whether they are seriously
are often unpredictable andthatvary from inurested in raising standards in educaone pupil to another. Teacberscanfindout lion. However, we also acknowledge widowhat they need to \mow in a variety of spmid evidence that tuodaIDental change
ways, inclUding observation and discus- ' in education can be achieved only slowly
sion in the classroom and the reading of - througb programs of professional dopupils' written work.
veIopmeb1 that 1:lIiId 00 exisIing good !DCWe use the general term /lSse3StJInII to .lice. Thus we do not cooclude that formarefer to all those activities undettaken by live assmrnent is yet another ''magic hul\eaCbets - and by 1heir smdents in assess- let" for education. The issues involved are
ing tbe:mselves -that provide infonnation too complelt and too closely linked to both
to be used as feedback to modify teaching the difficulties of classroom practice and
and learning activities. Such assessment the beliefs tbaI drive public policy. In a IibecoJDes formaJive assessment when the nal section. we confront this compleltity
evideDce is 8CIUal\y used to adapt the teach- aDd try to sketch out a strategy for acting
ingto meetstudent needs.'
. on our evidence.
There is nothing new about any of Ibis. .
All teachers DlIIke assessments in every Does 1m "'nft F
class they teach. But there are three impro.'-'-'5 ormative
ponant questions about Ibis process that Assessment Raise Standards?
we seek 10 answer:
A research review publisbed in' 1986.
• Is there evidence tbaI improving for- concentrating primarily on classroom as-mative assessment raises standards?
sessment wakflrcbildren with mild hand• Is 1here evidence ibat 1here is room !caps; ~ a large IlIIDlbc!: of innovafor improvement?
tioos, from wbicb 23 W«e selected.'Those
• Is there evidence about how to im- chosen satisfied the condition that quanprove formative assessment?
titative evidence of\earning gains was 0bIn seuing out to answ« these questioos, tained, both for those involved in the inwe have conducted an elttensive survey of novation aDd for a similar group not SO inthe research literature. We have checked voMd. Since then, many more papm have
through many books and througb the past been published describing similarly carenine years' wot1h of issues of more than ful quantitative experiments. Our own re160 journals, and we have studied earlier view bas selected at least 20 more studies.
reviews of research. This process yielded (The number depends on how rigorous a
about 580 articles or chapters to study. We set of selection c:riteria are applied.) All
prepare4 a lengthy review, using mattri- these sIIIdies show that innovations that ina1 from2S0 of these sources, thathas been clude strengthening the pactice of fmnapublished in a special issue of the joornal live" ass meat produce significanc &lid ofA.ssessmmt in Education, together with ten ~aI Ieaming gains. These sIIxIa
comments on our work by leading edu- range OVCI" age 8JOOIlS fran S-year-olds to
cational eltperIS from Anstralia, Switza"- university undeIgnduates, across several
land, Hong KOOg, Lesotho, aDd the US.' school subjects. aDd over several connconclusion we have reached from tries.
our research review is that the answer to
For research purposes, learning gains
each of the three questions above is clear- of Ibis type are measured by comparing
ly yes. In the three main sections below, the average improvemeoIs in the test scores
we outline the nature aDd force of the ev- of pupils involved in an innovation with
tbaljustifies this Conclusion. How- the range of scores that are found for typever, because we are presenting a sum- ical groups of pupils on these same tests.

n.e

idence

,.

.,

The ratio of the former divided by the latter is known as the effect size. Typical effect sizes of the formative assessment experiments were between 0.4 and 0.7. These
effect sizes are larger than most of those
found for educational interventions. The
following examples illustrate some practical consequences of such large gains.
• An effect size of 0.4 would mean that
the average pupil involved in an innovation would record the same achievement
as a pupil in the top 35% of those not so
involved.

• An effect size gain of 0.7 in the recent international comparative studies in
mathematics' would have raised the score
of a nation in the middle of the pack of 41
countries (e.g., the U.S.) to one of the top
five.
Many of these studies atrive at another
important conclusion: that improved formative assessmmt helps low achievers more
than other students and so reduces the nmge
of achievement while raising achievement
overall. A notable recent example is a study
devoted entirely to low-achieving students
and studen1s with learning disabilities, which
shows that frequent assessment feedback
helps.bo!h groops enhance their learning.'
Any gains for such pupils could be partie-

ularly importsnt. Furthermore, pupils who
come to see themselves as unable to learn
usua1ly cease to take school seriously. Many
become disruptive; others resort to truancy. Such young people are likely to be
alienated from society and to become the
sources and the victims of serious social
problems.
Thus it seems clear that very significant
learning gains lie within our grasp. The
fact that such gains have been achieved by
a variety of methods' that have, as a common feature, enhanced formative assessment suggests that this feature accounts,
at least in part, for the successes. However, it does not follow that it would be an
easy matter to achieve such gains on a
wide scale in normal classrooms. Many of
the reports we have studied raise a number of other issues.
• All such work involves new ways to
enhance feedback between those taught
and the teacher, ways thatwillrequire signiJjcant changes in classroom practice.
• Underlying the various approaches are
assumptions about what makes for effective learning - in particular the assumption that students have to be actively involved.
• For assessment to function fonnative-

ly, the results have to be used to adjust
teaching and learning; thus a significant
aspect of any program will he the ways in
which teachers make these adjustments.
• The ways in which assessment can
affect the motivation and self-esteem of
pupils and the benefits of engaging pupils
in self-assessment deserve careful atten"
tion.

Is There Room for Improvement?
A poverty oCpractice. There is a wealth
of research evidence that the everyday
practice of assessment in classrooms is
heset with problems and shortcomings, as
the following selected quotations indicate.
• "Marldng is usually conscientious but
often fails to offer guidance on how wod<
can he improved. In a significant minority of cases, marking reioforces underachievement and underexpectation by being too generous or unfocused. Information about pupil performance received by
the teacher is insufficiently used to inform
subsequent work," according to a United '
Kingdom inspection report on secondary
schools.'
• "Why is the extent and nature ofrOrmative assessment in science so impoverished'!' asked a research study on sec0ndary science teachers in the United Kingdom.-

"The food's rea/lynot half bad, but the atmosphere leaves a lot to be desired."

• "Indeed they pay lip service to [formative assessment) but consider-that its
practice is unrealistic in the present edncational contex!," reported a study ofCanadian secondary teachers.'
• 'The assessment practices outlined
above are not common, even thOugh these
kinds of approaches are now widely pr0moted in the'professionalliterature," according to a review of assessment practices in U.S. schools.1O
The most important difficulties with
assessment revolve around three issues.
The first issue is effective learning.
• The tests used by teachers encourage
rote and superficial learning even when
teachers say they want to develop uDderstanding; many teachers seem·unaware of
the inconsistency.
• The queslions and othei'methods tea'bers use are not shared with other teachers
in the same sCbool, and they are not aitica1ly reviewed in relation to what they actually assess.
• For primary teachers particulaiiy, Ib=
is a tendency to emphasize quantity and •
presentation of work and to neglect its
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The ultimate user of assessment information that is
elicited in order to improve learning is the pupil.
quality in relation to learning.
no more than devote a liny fraction of its ilar to those of the external tests in the
The second issue is negative impact. resoUICeS to such work. 12 Most of the avail- United Kingdom. Moreover, the tradilion• The giving of marks and the grading able resources and most of the public and al relianec on multiple-choice tesling in
function are overemphasized, while the polilical attention Wete focused on nation- the U.S. - notshared in the United Kinggiving of useful advice and the learning al extemal tests. While teachers' contribu- dam - has exacerbated the negalive eftions to these "summative assessments" fects of such policies on the quality of classfunction are underemphasized.
• Approaches are used in which pupils have been given some formal status, hard- room learning.
are compared with one another, the prime ly any attention bas been paid to theirconpurpose of which seems to them to be tributions througb formalive asses.sment How Can We Improve
competilion rather than penonal improve- Moreover, the problems of the relation-' Formative Assessment?
mmt; in consequence, assessmept feedback ship between teachecs' formative and sumteaches low-achieving pupils 1hat they lack mative roles have received no attention.
The self-esteem of pupils. A report of
"ability:' causing them to come to believe
It is possible that many of the com-schoolsinSwitzer1andstatesthat"anumthat they are not able to learn.
mitments were stated in the beliefthatfor- berof pupils ... are content to 'get by.' •..
The third issue is the managerial role mative assessment was not problematic, Every teacher who wants to practice forof assessments.
that it already happened all the time and malive assessment must reconstruct the
• Teachers' feedback to pupils seems needed no more than formal acknowledg- teaching contracts so as to counteract the
. to serve social and managerial functions, ment of its existence. However, it is also habits acquired by his pupils.""
often at the expense of the learning func- clear that the political commitment to exThe ultimate user of assessment inforlion.
temal tesling in order to promote compe- malion that is elicited in order to improve
• Teachers are often able to predict pu- 00011 had a central priority, while the com- ' learning is the pupil. There are negative
pils' results on extemal tests becanse their mitment to formaDve assessment was mar- . and posilive aspects of this fact The negown tests imitate them, but at the same ginaI. As researchers the world over have ative aspect is illustrated by the preceding
time teachers know too little about their found, higb-stakes extemal tests always quotarloo. Wbeo the classroom cu1ture fopupils' learning needs.
.
dominate tesching and assessment How- cuses on rewards, "gold stars," grades, or
• The collection of marlcs to fill in
ever, they give teachers poor models for class ranking, then pupils look {(II; ways
mds is given hiilber priority than the anal- formative assessment becanse of their lim- to obtain the best marks rather than to imysis of pupils' work to discern learning ited function of providing overall summa- prove their learning. One reported conseneeds; furthennore, some teachers pay ries of achievement rather than heJpful di- quenec is that, when they have any choice,
no attendon to the assessment records of agnosis. Given this fact, it is hardly sur- pupils avoid difficult tasks. They also speod
their pupils' previous teachers.
prising that numerous research studies of lime and energy looking for clues to the
Of course, not all these descriplions the implementation of the education Ie- "right answer." Indeed, many become reapply to all classrooms. Indeed, there are forms in the United Kingdom have fuund luctant to ask questions out of a fear of
many schools and classrooms to which that formative assessment is "seriously in failure. Pupils who encounter difficulties
they do not apply at all. Nevettl!eless, these need of development"" With hindsight, are led to believe that they lack ability,
general couclusions have been drawn by re- we can see that the failure to perceive the and this belief leads them to attribute their
SC8IChcirs who have collected evidence - need for substantial support for fOrmaDve difficullies to a defect in themselves about
. through obsemdioo, interviews, and ques- assessment and to take responsibility for which they cannot do a great deal. Thus
tionnaires - from schooIs in several c0un- developing such support was a serious er- they avoidinvesling effort in leaming that
tries, including the U.S.
ror.
can lead only to disappointment, and they
All empty rommitment. The develInthe U.S. simiJarpressureshavebeen lIy to build up their self-esteem in other
opment of national assessment policy in felt from polilical movements character- ways.
England and Wales over the last decade ized by a distrust of teachers and a helief
The positive aspect of students' being
illustrates the obstacles that stand in the that external testing will, on its own, im- the pjm8Iyusezs of the infoonalion gIeaDed
way of developing policy support for for- prove learning. Such fractured relation- from formalive assessments is that negamative assessment The recommendations ships between policy makers and the teach- tive outcomes - such as an obsessive foof a government task force in 1988" and ing profession are not inevitable - indeed, cos on compelition and the attendant fear
all subsequent statements of government many countries with enviable educaIional of failure on the part of low achievers policy have emphasized the importance of achievements seem to manage well with are not inevitable. What is needed is a culformative assessment by teachers. How- policies that show greater respect and sup- tore of success, backed by a belief that all
ever, the body charged with clllI}'ing out port for teachers. While the situation in pupils can achieve. In this regard, formagovernment policy on assessment had no the U.S. is far more diverse than that in live assessmeot can be a powerl'ul weapoo
sttategy either to study or to develop the England and Wales, the effects of higb- if it is communicated in the right way.
formative assessment of teachers and did stakes state-mandaled tesIing are very sim- While formative assessment can heJp all
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display the state of their understanding.
pupils, it yields particularly good results to improve learning.
Such an argument is consistent with Thus we maintain that opportunities for
with low achievers by concentrating on
specific problems with their work and giv- more general ideas established by research pupils /0 express their under.rtanding should
ing them a clear understanding of what is into the way people learn. New understand- be designed into cury piece of teaching. for
wrong and how to put it right. Pupils can ings are not simply swallowed and stored this will initiate the interaction through
accept and work with such messages, pro- in isolation; they have to be assimilated which formative assessment aids learnvided that they are not clouded by over- in relation to preexisting ideas. The new ing.
Discussions in which popils are led to
tones about ability, competition, and com- and the old may be inconsistent or even
parison with others. In summary, the mes- in conflict, and the disparities must be re- talk about their understanding in their
sage can be stated as follows:feedback to solved by thoughtful actions on the part of own ways are impOrtant aids to inaeasany pupil should be about the particular the learner. Realizing that there are new ing knowledge and improving uncieIstandqualities of his or her work, with advice goals for the learning is an essential part ing. Dialogue with the teacher provide&
on what he or she can do to improve, and of this process of assimilation. Thus we the opportunity for the teacher to respond
should avoid comparisons with other puto and reorient a pupil's thinking. Howpils. .
ever, there are clearly recorded examples
Self-aSsessment by pupils. Many sucof sncb discussions in which teacheD have,
quite unconsciously, responded in ways
cessful innovations have developed selfand peer-assessment by pupils as ways of
that would inhibit the future learning of a
enhancing formative assessment, and such
pupil. What the examples have in CODI1DIlD
work has achieved some snccess with pu- .
is that the teacher is looking for a particular response and lacks the flexibility or the
piIs from age 5 upward. This link of formative assessment to self-assessment is
confidence to deal with the unexpected. So
not an accident; indeed, it is inevitable.
the teacher tries to direct the pupil toward
1b explain this last statement, we should
giving the expected answer. In manipufirst note that the main problem that those
lating the dialogue in this way, the teacher
wbo are developing self-assessments enseals off any unusual, often thoughtful but
counter·is not a problem of reIiahility and
unorthodox, attempts by popils to wod:
trustworthiness. Pupils are generally honout their own answers. Over time the puest and reliable in assessing both theme
pils get the message: they are not RqUiIed
selves and one another; they can even be
to think out their own answers. The 0btoo hard on themselves. The main probject of the exercise is to !lor!<: out - or
lem is that pupils can assess themselves
guess - what answer the teacberexpecta
only when they have a Sufficiently clear· conclude: ifformative assessment is to be to see or hear.
picture of the targets that their learning is . productive, pupils should be trained in selfA particularfeature ofthetalk between
meant to attain. Surprisingly, and sadly, assessment so that they can understand the teacher and pupils is the asking of quesmany pupils do not have such a picture, main purposes of their learning and there- tions by the teacher. This natural and diand they appear to bave become accus- by grasp whot they need to do to achieve. rect way of checking on learning is often .
tomed to receiving classroom teaching as
Tbe evolution of effective teaching. unproductive. One common problem is
an arbitrary sequence of exercises with no The resean:b studies referred to above show that, following a question, teacheD do not
overarching rationale. To overcome this very clearly that effective programs of for- waitlong enough to allow pupils to·think
pattern of passive reception requires hard mative assessment involve far more than out their answe.s. When a teacher answers
and sustained wOO<. When pupils do acquire. the addition of a few obsecvations and tests his or her own question after only two or
such an overview, they then become more to an existing program. They require care- three seconds and when aminnte of silmce
committed and more effective as learners. fuJ scrutiny of all the main compunents of is not tolerable, there is no possibility 1bat
Moreover, their own assessments become . a teaching plan. Indeed, it is clear thatin- a pupil can think out what to say.
an object of discussion with their teacb- struction and formative assessment are inThere are then two consequences. One
ers and with one another, and this discus- divisible.
is that, becanse the only questions thatcan
sion furtberpromotes the reflection 011 one's
To begin at the beginning, the choice produce answers in snch a short time are
own thinking that is essential to good learn- of tasks for· classroom work and bome- questions of fact, theSe predominate. The
ing.
work is impurtant. Tasks have to be justi- other is that pupils don't even tty to think
Thus self-assessment by pupils, far wm tied in terms of the learning aims that they out a response. Because they know that
being a luxury,,is in fact an essential com- serve, and they can work well only if 0p- the answer, followed by another question.
ponent offormative assessment. When any-- portuDities forpupiJs to communicate their will come along in a few seConds, tbme
one is trying to learn, feedback about the evolving understanding are huilt into the is no point in trying. It is also generally
effort has three elements: Iecognition of planning. Discussion, observation of ac- the case that only a few pupils in a' class
the desired goal, evidence about present tivities, and marking of written work can answer the. teacher's qnestions. The rest
position, and some understanding of a way all be used to provide those opportunities, then leave it to these few, knowing that
/0 close the gap between the two. U All three but it is then important to look at or listen they cannot respond as quickly and being
must be understood to some degree by carefully to the talk:, the writing, and the unwilling to rislcmaking mistakes in pubanyone before he or she can take action actions through which pupils develop and lic. So the teacher, by lowering the level

Dialogue with the
teacher provides
the opportunity
for the teacher to
respond to and
reorient a pupil's
thinking.

I
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Tests given in class and tests and other exercises assigned
for homework are also important means ofpromoting feedback.
of questions and by accepting answers
from a few, can keep the lesson going but
is actually out of touch with the understanding of most of the class. The question/answer dialogue becomes a ritual,
one in which thoughtful involvement suffers ..
There are several ways to break this
particular cycle. They involve giving pupils time to respond; asking them to discuss their thinking in pairs or in small
groups, so that a respondent is speaking
on behalf of others; giving pupils a choice
between different possible answers and
asking them to vote on the options; asking all of them to write down an answer
and then reading out a selected few; and
so on. What is essential is that any dialogue should evoke thoughtful reflection
in which all pupils can be encouraged to
take part, for only then can the formative
process start to work. In short, the dialogue between pupilsandateacher should
be thoughtful, reflective, focused to evoke
and explore understanding, and conducted so tIwt all pupils hove an opportunity
to thinJc and to express their ideas.
Tests given in class and tests and other exercises assigned for homework are
also important means of promoting feedback. A good test can be an occasion for
learning. It is betterto have frequent short
tests than infrequent long ones. Any new
1eatning should first be tested within about
a week of a first encounter, but more fie.
quent tests are countetproducti The quaIi1y of the test items - that is, their relevance to the main learning aims and their
clear communication to the pupil- requires scrutiny as well. Good questions
are hard to generate, and teachers should
collaborate and draw on outside sources
to collect such questions.
Given questions of good quality, it is
essential to ensure the quality of the feedback. Research studies have shown that,
if pupils are given only marks or grades,
they do not benefit from thefeedhack. The
worst scenario is one in which some pupils who get low marks this time also got
low marks last time and come to expect
to get low marks next time. This cycle of
repeated failure becomes part of a shared
belief between such students and their
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teacher. Feedback has been shown to im- routines, for any such change is uncomprove learning when it gives each pupil fortable, and emphasis on the challenge
specific guidance on strengths and weak- to think for yourself (and not just to work
nesses, preferably without any overall harder)canbethreateningtomany.Pupils
marks. Thus the way in which test results cannot be expected to believe in the value
are reported to pupils so that they can of changes for their learning before they
identify their own strengths and weak- haVeexperiencedthebenefitsofsuchchangnesses is critical. Pupils must be given the es. Moreover, many of the initiatives that
means and opportunities to work with ev- are needed take more class time, particuidence of their difficulties. For formative· larly when a central purpose is to change
purposes, a test at the end of a unit or teach- the outlook on learning and the working
iug modale is pointless; it is too late to methods of pupils. Thus teachers have to
work with the results. We conclude that take risks in the belief that such investthe feedbaclc on tests, seatwork, and home- ment of time will yield rewards in the fuwork should give each pupil guidance on lUre, while "delivery" and "coverage" with
how to improve, and each pupil must be poor understanding are pointless and can
given help and an opportunity to work on even be harmful.
the improvement.
Teachers must deal with two basic isAll these points make clear that there sueS that are the source of many of the
is no one simple way to improve forma- problems associated with changing to a
tive assessment. What is common to them· system of formative assessment. The first
is that a teacher's approach should start by . is the nature ofeach teIJCher's belieft about
being realistic and confronting the ques- 1eaming. If the teachec a.ssurnes that knowltion "Do I really know enough about the edge is to be transmitted and learned, that
understanding of my pupils to be able to understanding will develop later, and that
clatity of exposition accompaniCd'by Iehelp each of them?"
Much of the walk teachers must do to wards for patient reception are the essenmake good use of formative assessment tials of good teaching, then formative asean give rise to difficulties. Some pupils sessment is hardly necessary. However,
will resist attempts to change accustomed most teschers accept the wealth of evi-

i
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"It has been said that afool can ask more questions than a wise man Can an-

swer."

dence that this transmission model does tegral part ofeach pupil's learning work. ised by the researcbevidence are to be seIt follows from this view that several cured, each teacher must find his or her
not work, even when judged by its own
criteria, and so are wil1ing to make a com- changes are needed. FIrSt, policy ought to own ways of incorporating the lessons
mitment to teaching through interaction. start with a reCognition that the prime 10- and ideas set out above into his or her own
Formative assessmem is an essential com- cusforraising starulards is the ciassroom, patterns of classroom won: and into the
ponent of such instruction. Wedo not mean so that the overarchingpriority has to he culbJral norms and expectations of a parto imply that individualiz.ed, one-on-one the promoIion and support of change with- ticular school community." This process
teaching is the only solution; rather we in the classroom. Attempts to raise stan- is a relatively slow one and takes place
mean that what is needed is a classroom dsrds by refonning the inputs to and meas- through sustained programs of professioncultnre of questioning and deep thinking, uring the ontputs from the black box of aI development and support. This fact does
in wJrlch pupils learn from shared discus- the classroom can he helpful, but they are not weaken the message here; indeed, it
siODS with teachels and peers. What emerg- not adequate on their own. Indeed, their should be seen as a sign of its authentices very clearly here is the indivisibility of helpfulness can be judged only in light of ity, for lasting and fundamental improveinstruction and formative assessment prac- their effects in classrooms.
ments in teaching and learning mnst take
tices.
The evidence we have presented here. place in this way. A recent international
The other issue that can create prob- establishes that a clearly productive way study of innovation and change in ecb:alems for teachers who wish to adopt an to start implementing a classroom·focused tion, encompassing 23 projects in 13 meminteractive model of teaching and learning policy would be to improve formative as- bercountries of the OIganisation for Ecorelates to the beliefs tetJChers hold about sessment. This same evidence also estsb-. . nomic Co-operation and DeveIopmcm, has
the potential of all their pupils for leam- lishes that in doing so we wonld not be con- arrived at exactly the same conclusion with
ing. To sharpen the contrast by overstat- oentrating on some minor aspect of the regard to effective policies for change."
ing it, there is on the one hand the "fixed business of teaching and learning. Rather, Such arguments lead ns to propose afourI.Q.'~ view - a belief that each pupil has we would he concentrating on several es- point scheme for teacher developmeat.
a fixed, inherited intelligence that cannot sentia! elements: the quality of tescherl
1. Leamingjrom development. Teachbe altered much by schooling. On the oth- pupil interactions, the stimnIus and help ers will not take np ideas that sound ater hand, there is the ''untapped potential" for pupils to take active responsibility for tractive, no matter how extensive the Ieview - a belief that starts from the as- !heir own learning, the particular help need- . search base, if the ideas are presented as.
sumption that so-called ability is a com- ed to move pupils out oflbe trap of "low . general principles that leave the task of
plex of skills that can be learned. Here, achievement," and thedllVelopment of the transIaIing them into everyday practice enwe argue for the underlying belief that all habits necessary for all students to be- tirely up to the teachers. Their classroom
pupils can learn more effectively if one come Jifelolig ~ers. Improvements in lives are too busy and too fragile for all
can clear away, by sensitive handling, the formative assessment, which are within but an outstanding few to underlafe such
obstacles to learning, be they cognitive fail- the reach of all teachers, can contribute work. What teachers need is a variety of
ures never diagnosed or damage to person- substantially to raising standards in all living exampIes of implemeotation, as praca! confidence or acombination of the two. these ways.
ticed by teachers with whom they can idenClearly the truth lies between these two
Fonr steps to implementation. If we tify and from whom they can derive the
extremes, but the evidence is that ways of accept the argument ontlined above, what confidence that they can do better. They
managing forttUJtive assessment thot work needs to be done? The proposals outlined need to see examples of what doing betwilli the assumptions oj "untapped poten- below do not follow directly from our ter means in practice.
.
tiol" do help all pupils to learn and can analysis of assessment research. Theyare
So changing teachers' practice cannot
give particular help to those who Me consistent withits maintindings. hut they begin with an extensive program of train- .
previously struggled.
a1socallonmoregeneralsourcesforguid- ing for all; that could be jnstified only if
ance."
it could be claimed that we have enough .
At one extteme, one might call formcre ''trainers'' who know what to do, which is
Policy and Practice
research to find out how best to carry out certainly not the case. The esaential first
Changing the policy perspective. The sncb work; at the other, one might call for step is to setup a small number of local .
assumptions that drive national and state an immcodjate andlarge-scale progrnm. with groups of schools - some primary, some
policies for assessment have to be called new guideJines that all teachels should put secondaIy, some inner-city, some from outinto question. The promotion of testing as into practice. Neither ofthese alternatives a snbwbs, some ruraI- with each school
an important component for establishing is sensible: while the first is unnecessary committed both to a school-based devela competitive market in education can be because enough is known from the results oprnent of formative assessment and to .
very harmful. The more rerent shifting of of research, the second would be unjusti- collaboration with other schools in its 10emphasis toward setting targets for aJl, with lied because not enough is known about cal group. In such a process, the teachers
assessment providing a touchstone to help classroom practicalities in the context of in their classrooms will be working out
check pupils' attainments, is a more ma- any one country's schools.
the answers to many of the practical que&tnre position. However, we would argue
Thus the improvement of formative as- tious that the evidence presented here canthat there is a need now to move j4rther, sessmentcannotbe a simple matter. There not answer. They will be reformulating
to focus on the inside of the "black box" is no quick fix that can alter existing prac- the issues, perhaps in relation to fundaand so to aplore the potential of assess- tice by promising rapid rewards. On the mental insights and certainly in terms that
ment to raise standords directly as an in- contrary. if the snbstantial rewards prom- make sense to their peers in other class146
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rooms. It is also essential tocany out.uch
development in a range of subject areas,
for the xesearch in mathematics education
is significantly different from that in language, which is different again from that
in the creative arts.
TIle schools involved would need extra support in order to give their teachers
time to plan the initiative in light of existing evidence, to reflect on their experience as it develops, and to offer advice
about training others in the future. In addition, there would be a need for external
evaluators to belp the teachers with their
development work and to co1lect evidence
ofits effectiveness. Video studies ofc1assroom work would be essential for disseminating findings to others.
2. Disseminlltion. This dimension of
the implementation would be in low gear
at the outset - offering schools no more
than genera1 encouragement and explanation of some of the relevant evidence
that they might consider in light of their
exiating practices. Dissemination efforts
would become more active as results and
resources became available from the development program. Then strategies for

wider dissemination - for example, earmarking funds for inservice training pr0grams - would have to be pursued.
We must emphasize that this process
will inevitably be a slow one. To repeat
what we said above, if the substOlltial rewards promised by the evidence are to be
secured, each teacher mustjind his or her
own ways ofincorporuting the lessons 0IId
ideas that are set out above into his or her
own patterns ofclassroom work. Even with
optimumtraining and support, such a process
will take time.
3. Reducing obstacles. All features in
the education system that actually obstruct
the development of effective formative assessment should be examined to see how
their negative effects can be reduced. Consider the conclusioos from a study of teachersofEng1ishin U.S. secondary schools.
Most of the teach"", in this study were
caught in COIIfIicIs IIIDODg belid sysIeim
and iDstitutiooal structures, agendas, and
va1ues. 'lbo point of frictiOllIllDODg these
conflicts was assec;gment, which was associated with very powerful feelings of
being overwhelmed, and of insecurity,
guil~ frustration; and anger.... This

study suggests that assessmen~ as itoccurs in schools, is far from a merely
technical problem. Rather, it is deeply

social and personal. ~
The chief negative influence here is
that of short external tests. Such tests can
dominate teachers' work, and, insofar as
they encourage drilling to produce right
answers to short, out-of-context questions,
they can lead teachers to act against their
own better judgment about the best ways
to develop the 1eaming of their pupils. This
is not to argue that all such tests are unhelpful. Indeed, they have an important
role to play in securing public confidence
in the accountability of schools. For the
immediate future, what is needed in any
development program for formative assessment is to study the intmlCtions between these external tests and formative
assessments to see how the models of assessment that external tests can provide
could be made more helpful.
All teachers have to undertabo some
summative assessment. They must report
to parents and produce end-of-year reports as classes are due to move on to new
teachers. However, the task of assessing
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